Research From Home or Office

KU Library databases and electronic journals may be accessed remotely by KU students, faculty, and staff via the Internet.

**What you need:**

- Internet access and computer
- KU Online ID . . . the one you use for KU Email, online enrollment, etc. If you need to create a KU Online ID, click here [https://www.ku.edu/cgiwrap/aims/services/services](https://www.ku.edu/cgiwrap/aims/services/services)
- Library URL . . . [www.lib.ku.edu](http://www.lib.ku.edu)
- How do I get to the library databases? [www.lib.ku.edu](http://www.lib.ku.edu) and [CLICK](http://www.lib.ku.edu) on Information Gateway

**What you need to succeed in research:**

- Regents Center Library (RCL) phone number . . . 913-897-8570
- Reference Email Service . . . regref@ku.edu
- Meet with a librarian to brush-up on the basics and become an expert on advanced research techniques

**Find the ARTICLES you need in full-text**

- The tool for finding journal articles (general or peer reviewed) is a Database that can be searched by keyword, title, author and source. From the Libraries Homepage [http://www.lib.ku.edu](http://www.lib.ku.edu) CLICK Information Gateway for databases listed by academic subject or alphabetically by database title. The Information Gateway also includes: E-Journals, Web Resources and Multi-Search.

- Which database is “best” for my academic research? Try the Information Gateway for subject based databases and general reference titles. Call 913-897-8570 or email regref@ku.edu for help in assessing your research needs and results.

- You found an abstract and want full text? First, [CLICK](http://www.lib.ku.edu) KULink to enact a search of all databases. If the databases don’t have the article in full text, [Request a loan or copy of this item (if not available in the KU Libraries)](http://www.lib.ku.edu) to be sent to your e-mail. You will need your KU Card and the last 8 digits of its barcode.

- [KU's Library Catalog is the tool for finding books](http://www.lib.ku.edu) by subject, author or title. The catalog is accessible to all users. [CLICK](http://www.lib.ku.edu) Library Catalog on Libraries Homepage [http://www.lib.ku.edu](http://www.lib.ku.edu).

- Found the Book you need but it is on the Lawrence Campus? From the book record page, [CLICK](http://www.lib.ku.edu) “Recalls & Requests” to have that title “Retrieved from Shelf” and sent to Edwards Campus (Regents Center Library) with your name on it!
Apartment with a Librarian

RESEARCH CONSULTATION SERVICE
Reference Librarians at the Regents Center Library, KU Edwards Campus, offer in person, phone or email consultation service to faculty, staff and students. The purpose of this service is to provide access and direction to sources of research information that pertain to the client's specific project or thesis. Edwards Campus faculty is invited to use this service and to recommend it to their students.

CONSULTATION APPOINTMENTS
Individual consultation appointments with a Reference Librarian may be made:

1) in person by coming to the Information Desk in the library
2) by phone: 913-897-8570
3) by email: RegRef@ku.edu

LIBRARIANS:
Lyn Wolz, Library Director
913-897-8572
lwolz@ku.edu

Lissa Lord, Reference Librarian
913-897-8556
llord@ku.edu

Regents Center Library, KU Edwards Campus
12600 Quivira Road, Overland Park, KS 66213  913-897-8570  regref@ku.edu